Powder Horn Valves & Spouts

Brass Valves & Bushings for Powder Horns:
Our brass horn valve is threaded to accept our pouring spout, or our calibrated charger spouts, to dispense measured charges of black powder. This threaded brass bushing simplifies installation of the valve. Glue it into your horn’s neck, providing a strong 3/8-24 thread. Our threaded flask funnel fits this valve, to easily refill your powder horn.

- **#HVP** includes HVM valve and #SP-000 spout
- **#HVM** valve, brass, accepts flask measure spouts
- **#HVB** bushing, brass, glue into your horn’s neck
- **#SP-000** spout, short, tapered, for pouring

**#SP-000 through #SP-110**
brass charger spouts
$2.99 to $3.99

**Powder Flask & Horn Spouts**
Brass tubes, calibrated to throw correct charges of Black Powder or Pyrodex. Threaded to fit our HVM measure, CVA, Colt, Remington, Zouave, Diamond Basketweave, French and other standard flasks.

- **#SP-015** brass spout for powder flask, throws 15 grains.
- **#SP-020** brass spout for powder flask, throws 20 grains.
- **#SP-025** brass spout for powder flask, throws 25 grains.
- **#SP-030** brass spout for powder flask, throws 30 grains.
- **#SP-035** brass spout for powder flask, throws 35 grains.
- **#SP-040** brass spout for powder flask, throws 40 grains.
- **#SP-050** brass spout for powder flask, throws 50 grains.
- **#SP-060** brass spout for powder flask, throws 60 grains.
- **#SP-075** brass spout for powder flask, throws 75 grains.
- **#SP-090** brass spout for powder flask, throws 90 grains.
- **#SP-100** brass spout for powder flask, throws 100 grains.
- **#SP-110** brass spout for powder flask, throws 110 grains.
- **#SPS-025** for Colt Pocket or Unum flask
  
  only $3.79

**Powder Horn Base Plug**
Our brass powder horn butt plug is designed to be installed in the large end of a powder horn. It provides a removable plug for easy filling of your horn, and a place to tie your lanyard. Be sure to buy the brass bushing, to be permanently installed in the horn base.

- **#HPS** small brass butt plug for horn
  - only $3.99
- **#HVB** small bushing for horn plug
  - only $1.99
- **#HPL** large brass butt plug for horn
  - only $6.99
- **#HPB** large bushing for horn plug
  - only $2.50

**Hand forged Staples**
Hand forged staples for your hand made powder horn. Forged of 1/16” square steel, with decorative twist, sharpened ends. Our large staple is 7/8” square, small staple is 5/8” square.

- **#Horn-Staple-L** powder horn staple, large 7/8”
  - only $1.95
- **#Horn-Staple-S** powder horn staple, small 5/8”
  - only $1.95

**Horn Spout with Stopper**
This brass spout has a bulbous French shape. The body is drilled with a generous 3/8” pouring hole. The stopper has an “O” ring that creates a friction fit in the spout holding it securely in place and waterproofing the spout.

- **#HSP** brass horn spout with stopper
  - only $6.99

**Steel Horn Stoppers**
Our fiddle peg powder horn stoppers are made in your choice of turned ebony with a tapered shaft, or rosewood with a tapered shaft. Sizes vary slightly.

- **#Horn-Stop-(E or R)-S** Ebony, small
  - shown
  - $1.99
- **#Horn-Stop-(E or R)-M** Ebony, medium
  - shown
  - $1.99
- **#Horn-Stop-(E or R)-L** Ebony, large
  - shown
  - $1.99
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